
Preaction D.I. E/P (C.Z.)

Preaction System
Double Interlock Electric/Pneumatic
(Cross Zoned Panel)
Manufactured by:  Central Sprinkler Company
451 North Cannon Avenue, Lansdale, Pennsylvania 19446

System
Description

Preaction, Double Interlock -
Electric/Pneumatic with Cross
Zoned Panel

There are several different kinds of
preaction arrangements.  This
section covers a very popular con-
figuration, double interlock with
electric and pneumatic releases.  In
this system overview, a definition and
description will be given for each part
of configuration including valve
operation, pneumatic actuator
operation, solenoid valve operation,
pressure switch, and air maintenance
device functions.

A double interlock preaction system
is called that because it has two

releasing mechanisms that are tied
together, or interlocked.  They both
must operate to relieve pressure on
the diaphragm chamber of the
automatic control valve (deluge
valve) and cause it to open or “trip”.
This allows water to flood the system
and flow out any opened sprinklers.
In electric/pneumatic actuation with a
cross zoned panel, one releasing
system is controlled by the electric
solenoid valve and the other by
pressurized air or gas inside the
sprinkler piping itself.  The electric
releasing system operates by having
a detector activate which sends a
signal to the preaction releasing
panel.  This provides both a trouble
signal and/or alarms.  The first
incoming signal to the panel does not
yet send an outgoing or “releasing”
signal to open the electric solenoid
valve.  The solenoid valve is the
device that is holding the water
pressure within the Deluge Valve
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Diaphragm chamber.  Since the
configuration of the release control
panel is “cross zoned”, this releasing
signal to the solenoid valve will not
occur until a second “incoming” signal
is received.  The second incoming
signal occurs when a sprinkler head
fuses (opens), creating a loss of air
pressure within the piping.  This drop
in air pressure is detected by the low
air supervisory pressure switch, which
sends the second signal into the
panel.  The cross zoned panel has
now received both signals and will
send the outgoing (releasing) signal to
open the solenoid valve.  Trapped
water pressure within the diaphragm
chamber is released.  As the pressure
decreases in the diaphragm chamber,
it eventually meets the trip point of the
deluge valve and the valve operates

Technical
Data

System Type:  Double Interlock
Preaction

Releasing Type:  Electric/Pneumatic
with Cross Zoned
Panel

Size:  4" & 6"
Approvals:  U.L., F.M.
Trim Options:  Standard or

Pre-Assembled
Friction Loss (expressed as equivalent

lengths of schedule 40, C-120 pipe):

4" = 33 feet
6" = 51 feet

Take-Out: 4" = 23 1/2"
6" = 25 1/2"
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Why Double Interlock Systems are
Used

Double interlocked systems are used
because they provide additional
features that reduce the chances of
accidental system operation.  These
features prevent the deluge valve
from allowing water into the system
without two separate and distinct
events occurring.  In the case of
electric/pneumatic double interlock
preaction, these events would be
activation of an electrical detector,
such as a smoke detector, and loss
of system air pressure.  If only one
occurs, the valve does not trip but a
trouble alarm will be activated.  For
example, if a sprinkler or pipe were
broken, the air inside the system
would escape and send a trouble
alarm via the low air supervisory
pressure switch.   No water would
flow as the valve would be held
closed by the electrical releasing
system.  This allows damage to be
repaired without the consequences of
the water discharge.  Another
example would be if the electric
detection system operated without a
sprinkler operating, the deluge valve
would NOT activate as loss of air
pressure has not occurred, thus the
low air supervisory pressure switch
has not sent a second signal to the
panel required to open the solenoid
valve.  Only a trouble alarm would
sound, again avoiding the conse-
quences of system operation.  There
is an additional cost as compared to
simple wet or dry sprinkler systems.
This cost has to be weighed against
the benefit of the additional protec-
tion provided by a double interlock
system.

Deluge Valve
The deluge valve is the automatic
control valve which controls the flow
of water into the sprinkler system
piping.  The deluge valve has a
diaphragm chamber on the side of
the valve which when pressurized
pushes a piston against a lever which
latches the clapper.  The deluge
valve activates when the pressure in
the diaphragm chamber is relieved
and the incoming water pressure on
the underside of the clapper over-
takes the force that is holding the
clapper latched.  When this occurs
the clapper opens and the system
fills with water.  The clapper is held
open by the lever until the system
water is turned off and the external
reset mechanism is operated and it
retracts the lever allowing the clapper
to reseat.  The key in the deluge
valve operation is the relief of the
diaphragm chamber.  If pressure is
not relieved, the valve will not open.

Check Valve
The check valve above the deluge
valve serves to hold system air
pressure and provide a main drain.  It
is required on this preaction system
because the air in the system is
under pressure and would not be
held by the deluge valve alone, as it
would escape out the automatic ball
drip valve.

Trim
The trim of this preaction system
includes the basic, the electric
actuation, and the preaction air
supervisory trim packages.  These
packages provide all of the fittings,
nipples, valves and gauges that are
required.  Variation from the listed
trim configurations is a violation of
the Listing.  The basic trim, also
referred to as wet pilot trim, provides
water flow alarm connections,
diaphragm water supply connection,
deluge valve drain, and manual pull
station.  The electric actuation trim
package includes a 1/2" solenoid
valve (normally closed) and associ-
ated nipples and fittings.  Specify
either 24vDC or 120vAC for the
solenoid valve.  The preaction air
supervisory trim provides an air
pressure gauge, priming cup and
valve, outlet for the low air supervi-

allowing water into the system and
out the open sprinklers.  Conversely,
if a sprinkler were to open or be
accidentally broken, compressed air
in the system piping would be
relieved.  This would activate the low
air supervisory pressure switch,
sending a trouble signal/alarm to the
releasing panel.   The water pressure
contained in the deluge valve dia-
phragm chamber, however, would
not be relieved as an electric detector
has not operated and no signal has
been sent to open the electric
solenoid valve located on the trim.
Activation of an electric detector
sends the second incoming signal to
the cross zoned panel.  The panel
has now received both required
signals and will now send the outgo-
ing (releasing) signal to energize the
solenoid valve to open.  Trapped
water pressure within the diaphragm
chamber is released.  This decrease
in diaphragm chamber pressure
again allows the deluge valve to
open.

Where Double Interlock Systems
are Used

Double interlocked systems are used
in areas where accidental water
discharge would have serious
consequences.  In the case of a
system installed in a cold storage
facility or freezer, the simple flooding
of the system piping would cause a
freezing problem.  This could be very
costly and reduce the level of protec-
tion as the system could be out of
service for a long period of time.
Correcting the situation could possi-
bly require the removal, thawing and
reinstallation of the system itself.
Therefore, the added safety of a
double interlocked system is well
worth the additional cost and is used
in this application almost exclusively.
The other areas that double interlock
preaction is used includes water
sensitive areas such as computer
rooms, data processing , libraries,
and historical record storage.  Basi-
cally, anywhere that is sensitive to
the filling of the system and acciden-
tal discharge of the sprinkler system
water.

System
Components

System Components
The following is an overview of the
system components of the Double
Interlocked Electric/Pneumatic with
cross zoned panel Preaction System.
Detailed descriptions and engineer-
ing data may be found in the indi-
vidual data sheets in the components
section.
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Figure 1
Preaction Double Interlock, Electric/Pneumatic Trim

Dimensions and Clearances

(4") = 9"

(6") = 10 1/2"

(4") = 18 1/2"

(6") = 20 1/2"

11" 

(4") = 23 1/2"

(6") = 25 1/2"

(4") = 11 1/2"

(6") = 12 1/2" 

11 1/2"

Top View Front View

11 1/2"

(4") = 29 "

(6") = 32"

Preaction Double Interlock Electric / Pneumatic Actuation w/ Cross- Zoned Panel
( Pre-Assembled )

Preaction Double Interlock Electric / Pneumatic Actuation w/ Cross - Zoned Panel

Note : 6" valve for use outside the
 U.S.A. requires a grooved flange
  adapter at the check valve.

    (shown dashed)

Figure 1

Figure 1 (A)
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Note : 6" valve for use outside the
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  adapter at the check valve.

    (shown dashed)
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sory pressure switch and associated
nipples and fittings for connection of
the air supply to the shotgun 90 check
valve.

Pressure Switches
There is one required pressure switch
and one optional pressure switch for
this preaction system.  The required
pressure switch (PS10-2A) is located in
the outlet provided in the preaction air
supervisory trim.  It senses a decrease
in air pressure in the system piping and
sends a signal to the panel causing a
low air pressure alarm.  Air pressure
maintained in the system piping should
be 10 psi with the pressure switch set
to alarm on decreasing pressure at 5
±1 psi.  This switch shall have one set
of contacts wired to the supervisory
alarm initiating circuit of the preaction
panel.  The second set shall be wired
to the cross zoned releasing circuit.
The optional pressure switch senses
when the valve actually trips.  It is
installed on the alarm line of the basic
trim which is under atmospheric
pressure only when the system is in the
set position.  Upon activation of the
deluge valve, the switch senses the
pressure increase and sends a signal
to the panel that the valve has tripped
activating the alarms.

Air Maintenance Device
The air maintenance device continually
regulates the air pressure in the piping
system.  It is designed to automatically
feed air into the system at the required
volume and pressure from an air
source such as an air compressor, air
receiver tank or plant air system.
There are two versions of air mainte-
nance devices which are available for
this preaction system. Both provide a
quick fill bypass with separate control
valve to facilitate filling of the system
with air.  One (Model D1) is used with a
tank mounted compressor, riser
mounted compressor, or plant air.  This
air maintenance device contains an air
regulator, which is field adjustable, that
controls the pressure inside the sys-
tem.  The other (Model DU1) air
maintenance device is used with a
base mounted air compressor and
controls the on/off function of the
compressor via a pressure switch
mounted in the assembly.

Compressor
The air compressor is the device that
produces the air pressure inside the
piping system unless it is from a plant
air system.  Per the NFPA Standards
the air compressor must be sized so
that the system will fill within 30 min-
utes.  Air compressors can be of the
tank mounted, base mounted, or riser
mounted types.  The tank mounted
compressor provides a reservoir of air
that is pressurized  higher than the
system requires.  The air maintenance
device then regulates this air pressure
down to the required system pressure
as it allows air into the system.  The
compressor simply maintains the
pressure in the tank.  This type of
arrangement with “makeup” air within a
reservoir is ideal in that it avoids
constant cycling on and off of the
compressor (which can eventually
result in motor burnout) by drawing
from the available pressure in the
reservoir.  This “cycling” of the com-
pressor itself is reduced.  The base
mount compressors use the pressure
switch on the DU1 air maintenance
device to turn on the compressor.  It
pumps air into the system until the
required system air pressure is met, at
which point the pressure switch senses
the required pressure and turns off the
compressor.    See the compressor
literature for details.

Detectors
The detectors in this preaction system
provide a signal that is essential in the
operation of the deluge valve. There
are three main types of electrical
detectors including heat, smoke and
flame detectors.  Heat detectors, often
referred to as thermal detectors, are
available in fixed temperature, rate of
rise, or a combination of the two.
Another type of heat detector is the
continuous line detector.  Smoke
detectors are available in either ioniza-
tion type or photoelectric.  Flame
detectors may be of the infrared (IR),
ultraviolet (UV), or a combination of
both (UV/IR). The type of detector is
not limited by the listing of the valve.
There is no restriction on the type of
detector chosen except that it is listed
and the panel can handle the current
required.  The location of the detectors
is per the individual listing or the NFPA
standards.

Release Panel
The releasing panel provides multiple
functions.  It receives the signal from
the detection system, sends a
releasing signal to the solenoid valve,
provides alarm, trouble and supervi-
sory signals.  The releasing panel is
provided with battery back up power
to provide protection against power
outages.  The releasing panel is
sometimes wired to the main building
fire alarm panel for alarm annuncia-
tion and supervisory system tie in.
Panels which are Factory Mutual
Approved for this system can be
found in the Factory Mutual Approval
Guide.  Be sure to choose panel that
is compatible with the electric sole-
noid valve.  Any panel which is U.L.
Listed under “Control Units, Releas-
ing Device” in the U.L. Directory can
be used with this system.  Also,
panels which are U.L. Listed under
“Control Units System” in the U.L.
Directory can be used with the
system when so indicated in the
individual Listing with the following:
“also suitable as a control unit for
releasing device service”.
Solenoid Valve
The solenoid valve is the electrically
operated control valve that holds the
pressure in the diaphragm of the
deluge valve.  Until it receives a
signal from the panel, it will remain
shut thus preventing the deluge valve
from operating.  When it receives a
signal, it opens allowing water to vent
from the diaphragm chamber result-
ing in the tripping of the deluge valve.
The solenoid valves listed for use
with this preaction system are the
Skinner Model's
73218BN4UNLVNOC111C2 24v DC
which is U.L. Listed and F.M. Ap-
proved for use with this preaction
system; or the
73218BN4UNLVNOC111P3 120v AC
which is U.L. Listed for use with this
system.  These solenoids are the
normally closed type which means
they are closed when not energized.
These valves must be electrically
energized for them to open.  The
solenoid valve has an affect on which
panel can be used with this system
as they draw current from the panel.
FM has specific criteria for approved
panels for each solenoid valve and
its Approval Guide should be con-
sulted.
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Figure 2
Preaction Double Interlock, Electric/Pneumatic Schematic
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Installation

General

The Central Model A Deluge Valve must
be installed in a sprinklered area not
subject to freezing conditions, such as a
well lighted and heated valve house or
similar enclosure having sufficient room to
enable ease of installation, care and
maintenance.

Prior to installing the valve in the piping
system, the water supply line must be
thoroughly flushed to ensure that no
foreign matter is present.

The valve must be installed in the vertical
position in the system piping.  Trim
according to the trim assembly diagram
(Figure 3, page 8).  Trim nipples
represent the average make-in for
threaded fittings.  Some adjustment must
be made for actual conditions.

Setting Procedure

Initial Installation

Note:  The following procedures refer to
the valve bill of material.  See Figure 1 on
page 2 of the deluge valve data sheet.

Step 1.   After the valve is installed on the
riser, remove the Cover Bolts (#24) and
detach the Cover Plate (#23) and Cover
Gasket (#22) from the Valve Body (#1).

Step 2.   Ensure that the Valve Clapper
(12) is closed and the Lever (#18) is fully
upright and in a latched position.

Step 3.   Replace cover gasket.  Rotate
reset shaft mounted through the cover
plate so that the screwdriver slot is
vertical relative to the valve orientation.
Position the cover plate onto the body.

Step 4.   Tighten the cover bolts in a
staggered fashion to ensure a tight seal,
being careful not to over-torque any bolts.

Caution:  Never attempt to remove the
valve cover while the valve is under
pressure.

Setting Procedure
(Reference Figure 4 Schematic on
page 13)

The following setting procedures shall be
followed after initial installation, after any
operational tests, or after the system has
activated due to a fire.

Note:  After initial installation and setting,
the Alarm Test, Main Drain Test and Trip

Test must be performed and the system
reset and placed into service.  For
specific testing procedures, see “Testing”
on page 7.

Step 1.  Close the main water supply
control valve to the system (#12).

Step 2.   Close the diaphragm chamber
supply valve.  (#3G).

Step 3.   Close the air supply by closing
one of the 1/4" ball valves located on the
air maintenance device (#8), or  if a
separate air supply control valve has
been installed, it can be closed.

Step 4.   Open the deluge drain valve
(#3L), the system drain valve (#5C), the
inspectors test valve  and all system
auxiliary drain valves connected to the
piping.  (Replace any sprinklers which
may have operated.)  By keeping the
inspectors test connection open, the
system piping will be maintained at
atmospheric pressure and  will serve as a
vent during system drainage.  It may not
be necessary to open the inspectors test
connection and auxiliary drains if a
system test has just been performed.
This would result in an unnecessary loss
of air pressure.  However, if a full flow trip
test has been performed, these
connections should be opened.

Step 5.  After all drainage has stopped,
tightly close the inspectors test valve, the
system main drain valve and all auxiliary
drain valves.  Leave the deluge drain
valve open.

Step 6.   To verify that the deluge valve is
completely drained, push in on the
plunger of the automatic ball drip valve.
(#3C).

Step 7.   Open the alarm control valve (#3B).

Step 8.   Perform necessary service on
the air dryer if applicable per the
manufacturer's directions.

Step 9. Check the manual emergency
pull station (#3K) and return the handle to
the upright position.

Step 10.   Externally reset the deluge
valve clapper.  Rotate the reset shaft (#4)
with a  screwdriver by rotating in a
counterclockwise direction until the lever
pin assembly (#3) is engaged.  Turn
counterclockwise until the lever itself
rotates from under the clapper (#2).
Once the clapper seats, indicted by an
audible “thud”, rotate the reset shaft
clockwise until the screwdriver slot is
vertical.  Excessive clockwise rotation
beyond vertical is not possible.  It may be

necessary to open the manual
emergency pull station to relieve any
pressure trapped in the diaphragm
chamber.

External Reset Feature
4" & 6" Model A Deluge Valve

1

4

3
2

Step 11.   Check and clean, if necessary,
the diaphragm supply connection strainer
(#3F).  The actuation (release) system
must now be reset.

Step 12.  Open the 1/2" priming valve
located below the priming cup (#5B).
Pour water into the priming cup until it
remains visible inside the cup.  (Check
the automatic ball drip valve (#3C) to
confirm that no water is exiting.  If so, the
priming water is leaking past the check
valve clapper and into the Model A
deluge valve.  The clapper gasket may
need to be replaced.)  Close the 1/2"
priming valve.

Step 13.  Open the air supply control
valve (#17) allowing the compressor to
start.  If a D1 Air Maintenance Device is
being used, it may be necessary to adjust
the Nogren air regulator to allow for
proper system air pressure to be
supplied.  This is done by first pulling
down on the black knurled knob.  This will
“unlock” the regulator.  Turning this knob
clockwise will increase the pressure that
is allowed to pass through the regulator.
Turning the knob counterclockwise will
decrease the pressure that is allowed to
pass through.  The air pressure should
be set at 10 psi.

Once pressure is adjusted, push knob up
to “lock” regulator.  Check the air
pressure gauge (#5A).  If a DU1 air
maintenance device is being used, the
pressure switch provided on the air
maintenance device is factory set for a
cut-in (on) pressure of 30 psi and a cut-
out (off) pressure of 40 psi.  The cut-in
and cut-out pressures may be field
adjusted by taking off the pressure switch
cover.  Refer to the technical data sheet
for specific adjustment procedures.
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Note:  The 3⁄4" bypass ball valve located
on the air maintenance device can be
opened for quick filling until nearing
design pressure.  This valve should then
be closed and the two 1⁄4" ball valves
opened for final adjustment.  These two
1⁄4" ball valves must now remain open.

Step 14.   Open the electric solenoid valve
(#6A).  The solenoid valve is a “normally
closed” type.  This means that it must be
energized to open.  This is done at the
releasing panel.

Step 15.   Open the diaphragm chamber
supply valve (#3G).  This will allow water
to discharge from the solenoid valve
drain.  Allow to flow until all trapped air is
evacuated and a steady stream of water
is flowing.

Once pressure is adjusted, push knob up
to “lock” regulator.  Check the air
pressure gauge (#5A).  If a DU1 air
maintenance device is being used, the
pressure switch provided on the air
maintenance device is factory set for a
cut-in (on) pressure of 30 psi and a cut-
out (off) pressure of 40 psi.  The cut-in
and cut-out pressures may be field
adjusted by taking off the pressure switch
cover.  Refer to the technical data sheet
for specific adjustment procedures.

Note:  The 3⁄4" bypass ball valve located
on the air maintenance device can be
opened for quick filling until nearing
design pressure.  This valve should then
be closed and the two 1⁄4" ball valves
opened for final adjustment.  These two
1⁄4" ball valves must now remain open.

Step 16.   The electric solenoid valve
(#6A) may now be closed (de-energized)
by resetting the release panel.  This will
stop the flow of water into the drip cup.
This will pressurize the diaphragm
chamber, locking the lever onto the
deluge valve clapper.  The manual
emergency pull station (#3K) can be used
to bleed off any air pockets found in the
diaphragm chamber piping.

Step 17.   Partially open the main water
supply control valve.  If water discharges
from the automatic ball drip valve (#3C)
immediately close the main water supply
control valve.  Begin setting procedures
from Step 1. Possible causes of water out
the ball drip are; 1) clapper did not reseat
and latch completely; 2) clapper gasket is
bad or worn, allowing supply water past
the seat.  If water does not discharge
from the ball drip, continue to step 21.

Step 18.  Close the deluge drain valve
(#3L) when water begins to discharge
from it.  Check for any leaks or discharge
of water from the automatic ball drip

valve.  If no leaks exist, the main supply
control valve can now be fully opened.

Step 19.   Seal, lock or otherwise ensure
that the alarm line ball valve (#3B) is in
the open position.  The system is now
ready for service.

Step 20.   If alarms connect to a central
station or fire department, notify the
signal receiving station that the system
has been placed in service.

Taking the System Out of Service
(Reference Figure 4 Schematic)

Note:  Any system shutdown for
servicing, maintenance, or other reason
that involves placing a control valve “out-
of-service” will eliminate the fire
protection normally provided by the
system.  Prior to proceeding with system
shutdown, be certain to secure
permission from all Authorities Having
Jurisdiction and notify all personnel who
may be affected during system shutdown.
A fire watch during maintenance periods
is a recommended precaution.

Step 1.   Close the water supply control
valve (#12).

Step 2.   Open the system main drain
valve (#5C), the deluge valve drain (#3L)
and any auxiliary drains located on the
system.

Step 3.   If alarms are still sounding and
any emergency condition has been
resolved, the alarms may be silenced in
the following manner; if a pressure alarm
switch in installed (#10) or a water motor
alarm (#11), close the alarm line valve
(#3B).  To silence alarms being controlled
by the release panel (if applicable), open
the panel and press “Alarm Silence”.

Step 4.   Close air supply control valve
(#17).  This may also be done by closing
one of the two 1⁄4" ball valves located on
the air maintenance device (#7).

Step 5.   Close the diaphragm chamber
supply valve (#3G).

Step 6.   Maintenance procedures should
be performed on system components.
See “Care and Maintenance” starting on
page 11.

Step 7.   The system is now ready to be
returned to service.  Begin with Step 7 of
“Setting Procedures” on page 6.

Observe Polarity When Connecting Smoke Detectors

All Releasing and detection devices (i.e.,
hat/smoke detectors, solenoid valve,
trouble alarm signals) for the double
interlock electric/pneumatic with cross-
zoned panel are supervised by the Model
PFC 4410 release control panel (or
equal).  The low air pressure alarm
switch (PS10-2A) should be connected to
zone #2 of the initiating circuits on the
panel so that the panel is monitoring the
normally open contacts of the switch
when the system is pressurized (see
figures below).  Normally open heat
detectors or compatible 2-wire smoke

detectors should be connected to zone 1
of the panel (see figures below).  The
solenoid valve should be wired to the
release output #4 located on the panel
output (indicating) circuitry.  Battery
backup power is required for these
systems.  The power supply and battery
charger are contained within the panel
itself.  The batteries must be ordered
separately for Factory Mutual systems.
Ninety (90) hours of standby power must
be provided.  Complete wiring information
can be found in the panel installation
operation and instruction manual.

+ - + - + - + -

Class A Wiring Class B Wiring

No Low
Air Switch

N.O. Heat
Detector or

Compatible 2
Wire Smoke

Detector

5.1 K
EOLR

5.1 K
EOLR

N.O. Heat
Detector or

Compatible 2
Wire Smoke

Detector

No Low
Air Switch

Zone 1
Heat or Smoke

Detectors

Zone 2
Low Air Switch

Zone 1
Heat or Smoke

Detectors

Zone 2
Low Air Switch
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1/4" 3-WAY
GLOBE VALVE

3/4"PLUG

1/2" BALL VA.
ALARM VA.

1/2" X 8"

1/2"

1/2" X 1/4" X 1/2"

2" M X F
BALL VALVE

2" 90°

2" X 3"

1/4" PLUG

AUTO. BALL DRIP 

1" DRIP CUP

1 1/2" 1/2"

CL2 1/2"

1/2"

1 1/2"
1/2"

11/2"

1 1/2"
1/2"

1 1/2"
1/2"

1 1/2"
1/2"

1/2"

1/2"

2 1/2"

1/2"

2 1/2"

2" M X F BALL VA.

2" 90°

(6")  2" X CL

5 1/2"

1/2"
GLOBE VALVE

PRIMING CUP

1/
2"

CL

1/
2"

CL

1/2"
PLUG

DRAIN

(4")  2" X 3"

1/2"

2 1/2"

1/2" TEE1/2" PLUG

1/2"
1 1/2"

SOLENOID VALVE

TO DRIP CUP

FROM AIR SUPPLY 1/2" UNION

1/2" PLUG

TO DRAIN

TO DRAIN

THIS SYSTEM CONSISTS OF THE
 FOLLOWING TRIM PACKAGES:
* WET PILOT BASIC TRIM (#2145)
* ELECTRIC ACTUATION TRIM
   (24 VDC, # 2147) (120 VAC, #2146)
* PREACTION AIR SUPERVISORY 
   TRIM (# 2053)

PIPE FROM
WATER CONNECTION 

FROM BELOW
SYSTEM CONTROL

VALVE, 1/2" NPT
CONNECTION TO BE 
PROVIDED ON RISER

Figure 3
Preaction Double Interlock Electric/Pneumatic Actuation w/Cross-Zoned Panel
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lower pressure reading which is recorded
with the drain open) with any previously
established or normal readings.  If the
readings compare favorable, the water
supply may be considered satisfactory.  If
the readings vary to any great extent, the
condition should be investigated to
determine the cause.  Some possible
causes are:

a.  Partially or totally closed water supply
control valves.

b.  Clogged or frozen water supply mains.

c.  Significant leakage at water supply
valves or mains.

d.  Significant modifications to the water
supply system since the prior test.
This may be verified with the local
water supply utility or fire department.

Alarm Test Procedures
(Reference Figure 4 Schematic)

NFPA 25 recommends that alarm test
procedures be conducted quarterly.
Alarm test procedures for the double
interlock, electric/pneumatic system
shall be conducted in the following
manner:

Low Air Pressure Alarm Test

Purpose - To test low supervisory air
alarm.

Step 1.   Close the water supply control
valve (#12) and open the deluge valve
drain (#3L).  This will prevent any
accidental filling of the system piping
during this test.

Step 2.  Fully open the sprinkler system
inspectors test valve.  This valve is
normally located at a remote point of the
system.

Step 3.   Confirm that any “low air”
alarms or signals are operating.  The
“low air” supervisory switch for this
system (Potter PS10-2A may be
adjusted to activate at approximately 2
psi below normal setting.  It is recom-
mended that normal air pressure
maintained in the piping be 10 psi.
NOTE:  NFPA 13 requires a minimum of
7 psi for supervisory air.  After alarm
rings, the “alarm silence” switch may be
activated at the release panel if
equipped with one.

Step 4.   Close the sprinkler system
inspectors test valve.

Step 5.   Reestablish system air pres-
sure.  Refer to setting procedures on
page 6.

Step 6.   Open the release panel and
press the reset button.  Note:  When
this particular test is complete, the
following steps should be taken to
return the system to service:

Step 1.    Check the diaphragm chamber
gauge (#3J) to verify that the diaphragm
chamber is pressurized with system
supply pressure.  The diaphragm
chamber gauge (located just above the
manual pull station) should read the
same as the system water supply gauge
located just before the diaphragm
supply valve (#3H).

Step 2.   Partially open the water supply
control valve.

Step 3.   After full flow is established out
of the deluge valve drain, close the
drain valve.

Step 4.  Open the water supply control
valve completely.

Step 5.  Confirm that all trim valves are
in their “normal” position. See Fig. 4 list.

Step 6.   Push the plunger in on the
automatic ball drip (#3C) and verify that
no water flows out of it.  If a stream of
water flows from the automatic ball drip,
the deluge valve clapper probably has
not seated properly, or the clapper
gasket is allowing leakage and may
need to be replaced.

Water Flow Alarm Test Procedure

Step 1.   Close the alarm line ball valve
(#3B).  This prevents water from flowing
into the system piping.

Step 2.   Open the alarm test ball valve
(#3A) which will pressurize the alarm
line, activate any appropriate pressure
switches, and/or the water motor alarm.
Caution:  the alarm line ball valve and
the alarm test ball valve must be
operated in the sequence stated in
steps 1 and 2 to keep water from
entering the system.

Step 3.   Close the alarm test ball valve
to silence the sounding device(s)

Step 4.   Open the release panel and
press the reset switch.

Step 5.   Open the alarm line ball valve
to ensure the deluge valve is placed
back into service.

Step 6.   Secure the alarm line ball valve
open.

Testing

General

Acceptance Testing

After the installation of the system is
complete and prior to final acceptance by
the Authority Having Jurisdiction, the
installer must conduct a hydrostatic test,
(or air pressure test if conditions will not
allow for water in the piping) a main drain
test, alarm test(s) and trip test.  The test
results must be recorded on the Contrac-
tors Material and Test Certificate.

Air Test

As an alternate to the hydrostatic test
described above, an air pressure test at
40 psi (2.8 bars) shall be conducted for 24
hours.  Any leakage in excess of 1 1/2 psi
(0.1 bars) for the 24 hour period shall be
corrected.

Main Drain Test

NFPA 25 recommends this test to be
performed quarterly.  The purpose of the
main drain test is to show whether normal
water supply is available to the system.
By comparing the static and residual water
pressure readings with any previously
established readings, a main drain test
can indicate the possible presence of
partially closed valves or other obstruc-
tions in the supply piping.  To avoid
property damage during testing, provisions
must be made for proper disposal of water
issuing from the drain.  The procedure for
conducting a main drain test is as follows:

Step 1.   While the deluge/preaction Valve
is “set”, and the deluge valve drain (#3L) is
closed, note and record the readings on
the water supply pressure gauge (#3H).
This is the static pressure.

Step 2.   Open the deluge valve drain
slowly until it is wide open.  Verify that a
full steady flow of water is discharging
from the drain pipe.  If a full steady stream
is not discharging, check the drain piping
for obstructions.

Step 3.   Allow the water to flow until the
reading on the water pressure gauge on
the diaphragm supply line drops and
stabilizes.  Then, record this reading.  This
is the residual pressure.

Step 4.   Close the drain valve.

Step 5.   Compare static (the first and
higher pressure reading) and residual
pressure readings (the second and the
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replaced.  If it is dirty, it should be
cleaned.  Compounds which could
damage the rubber seal must not be
used.  The rubber seal should be
inspected any time there is any water
leakage at the automatic ball drip
valve.

Clapper Seal Replacement
(Reference Deluge Valve Data Sheet)

The rubber seal  (Fig. 1, #13) may be
replaced by removing the clapper
assembly and removing the cap screw
(Fig. 1, #15) which holds the retaining
ring (Fig. 1, #14) against the rubber
seal and to the clapper  (Fig. 1, #12).

Seat Ring
(Reference Deluge Valve Data Sheet)

The seat ring  (Fig. 1, #2) should be
cleaned and checked for damages
such as nicks, scores and dents.
Central recommends using fine (400)
grit emery or crocus cloth to polish the
seat area if needed.

The Seat Ring is not field
replaceable.

A valve with a damaged seat ring must
be replaced.  The seat ring should be
inspected any time there is water
leakage at the automatic ball drip valve.

Electric Solenoid Valve

The electric solenoid valve should be
checked periodically for proper
operation.  If the solenoid valve fails to
operate, check the system wiring.  If
the wiring is found not to be defective,
replace the unit.

Valve Trim, Trim Strainers, and
Trim Valves

The valve trim, trim strainers, and trim
valves should be checked for visible
leaks or damage; and the trim strainers
should be thoroughly cleaned.

Lever & Lever Pin
(Reference Deluge Valve Data Sheet)

The lever  (Fig. 1, #18) and lever pin
(Fig. 1, #19) should be inspected for
freedom of movement.  If movement is
restricted, clean and polish the parts
until they are able to move freely.

Note:  Be certain not to use cleaning
compounds which would hinder the
movement of these parts.

Trip Tests

Full Flow  - A trip test is recommended
by NFPA 25 to be performed annually.
Before conducting a full flow trip test,
make all the necessary arrangements
with those involved and take all
necessary precautions within the area
of coverage.  This test should be
performed only during warm weather or
only after the area of coverage has
been heated to at least 40°F.  This test
will open the deluge valve and fill the
system piping with water.  Any
“trapped” sections of the system piping
will need to be drained.  For this
reason, plugs and/or auxiliary drains
should be located at trapped sections
of pipe per NFPA 13 requirements.  If
full flow trip testing is not considered
practical, the Authority Having Jurisdic-
tion should be consulted for other
possible options.

The following steps should be followed
for full flow trip testing the double
interlock electric/pneumatic with cross
zoned panel preaction system:

Step 1.   As always, notify the appropri-
ate personnel, alarm company, fire
department, etc. before performing
test.

Step 2.   Operate a detector per the
manufacturer’s instructions.  This will
send a “first signal” into the “cross
zoned” circuit of the panel.

Step 3.   Verify that the applicable
alarms/signals are activating through
the release panel.  Note:  This step
should verify that although the electric
detection system has operated, the
system piping is still pressurized with
air, preventing the deluge valve from
tripping.

Step 4.   Open the sprinkler system
inspectors test valve.  This will exhaust
air pressure from the system piping,
activating the low air supervisory
pressure switch.  The switch will now
send a “second signal” into the “cross
zoned” circuit of the panel.  The panel
has now received both incoming
signals and will now send an outgoing
(releasing) signal to open (energize)
the 1/2" solenoid valve.  The water
pressure in the diaphragm chamber will
be vented and the deluge valve will
open.  Verify that the water flow
alarm(s) have activated.

Step 5.   Verify that there is a constant
and acceptable flow of water from the
inspectors test valve within an accept-
able time.

Step 6.   Trip test is now complete.
See page 7 to take the system out of
service.

Step 7.   See Setting Procedure on
page 6 to return the system to service.

The Central Model A Deluge Valve and
its accessory devices (Dry Pilot
Release, Electric Release, Air
Compressor, Pressure Alarm Switch,
Water Motor Alarm, and Low Air
Pressure Switch) should be examined
by experienced and qualified personnel
to ensure proper operation and trouble-
free service.

Warning:  Any system maintenance or
inspection that involves placing a
control valve “out-of-service” will
eliminate the fire protection normally
provided by the system.

The owner is responsible for the proper
operating condition of all fire protection
devices and accessories.  The NFPA
Standard 25 contains guidelines and
minimum maintenance requirements.
Furthermore, the Authority Having
Jurisdiction may have additional
regulations and requirements for
maintenance, testing and inspection
that must be followed.

Inspections

The areas of the deluge valve and trim
that should be included in inspections
per NFPA 25 are described below.

Note:  No lubricants or foreign
materials should come in contact
with the valve clapper seal, the valve
diaphragm, or pneumatic actuator,
as damage may result.

Clapper Seal
(Reference Deluge Valve Data Sheet)

The rubber seal (Fig. 1, #13) should be
checked for wear or damage.  It should
be free of dirt or other foreign
substances.  If found to be worn or
damaged, the rubber seal should be

Care &
Maintenance
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Diaphragm
(Reference Deluge Valve Data Sheet)

The rubber diaphragm  (Fig. 1, #8)
should be checked for wear or
damage.  It should be free of dirt or
other foreign contaminants.  If found to
be worn or damaged, the diaphragm
should be replaced.  If it is dirty, it
should be cleaned.  Compounds which
could damage the rubber must not be
used.  Cut or lacerated rubber
diaphragms would result in leakage
into the body and may cause a false
trip of the deluge valve.

Diaphragm Piston & Nose Pin
(See Deluge Valve Data Sheet)

The diaphragm piston  (#5, Fig. 1) and
diaphragm nose pin (#6, Fig. 1) should
be inspected for freedom of movement.
If movement is restricted, clean and
polish the parts until they are able to
move freely, being careful not to
separate the components.

Note:  Be certain not to use cleaning
compounds which would hinder the
movement of these parts.

Diaphragm Water Restrictor
(Reference Deluge Valve Data Sheet)

Note:  The Model A deluge valve
contains a water restrictor (Fig. 1, #25
and Fig. 2, #10) located in the
diaphragm cover which should be
inspected and cleaned to keep it
cleared of all contaminants.

Automatic Ball Drip Valve

The plunger on the automatic ball drip
valve should be pushed in during
inspection to verify that the ball is free.
Any seepage indicates the rubber seal
on the deluge valve clapper may need
to be replaced.

Gauges

The water pressure gauges  (Fig. 4,
#3H & 3J) and air pressure gauge,
(Fig. 4, #5A) should be checked for
accuracy.  Verify that the required
water and air pressure is applied to the
system.  If the gauges are damaged or
non-operational, they should be
replaced.

Reset Mechanism
(Reference Deluge Valve Data Sheet)

The reset link (Fig. 1, #26 and Fig. 2,
#25) should be inspected for any
deformation or looseness.  Replace if
either of the above two conditions
exist.
Remove the reset shaft assembly
(Fig. 1, #28 and Fig. 2, #27) from the
cover plate by using a screwdriver to
pry the retaining ring (Figure 1, #30
and Figure 2, #29) off.  Inspect pair
of sealing o-rings (Fig. 1, #29 and
Fig. 2, #28) for tears or cuts.  Re-
place as required.  Inspect pin
pressed into reset shaft.  If bent or
missing, replace entire reset assem-
bly.
Reinstall reset shaft assembly by first
applying a light coating of silicone
grease to the bore on the cover plate.
Gently insert shaft through bore,
taking care not to pinch o-rings, until
retaining ring groove is flush with
outside cover plate surface.  Reat-
tach retaining ring.  Rotate reset
shaft so that the screwdriver slot is
vertical, relative to the valve orienta-
tion.

Preaction Check Valve

The check valve requires no regular
maintenance, however, it should
periodically be removed and in-
spected by a qualified inspection
service.

Disassembly:
1.  Close the main water supply

control valve and drain the
system, relieving all pressure from
the check valve.

2.  Remove the mechanical grooved
couplings from each end of the
check valve and remove it from
the piping system.

3.  Remove the two 1⁄4" hex bolts
from the body of the check valve,
thereby releasing the clapper
assembly bracket.  Remove the
clapper assembly through the
“outlet” end of the valve.   Cau-
tion:  Be careful not to nick the
seat ring's sealing surface.

4.  To replace the clapper seal
facing, remove the retention bolt
in the center of the clapper
assembly, thereby releasing the
retaining ring.  The seal facing
may now be removed.

Reassembly:
1.  To reassemble the clapper

assembly, wipe off the face of the
clapper, place the new seal facing
on the retaining ring, place the
seal facing and ring against the
clapper, aligning the center holes.
Insert the retention bolt through
the clapper, seal facing and
retaining ring and secure in place
with the flexloc lock nut.

2.  Inspect and clean the check valve
seat ring.

3.  Insert the clapper assembly into
the check valve through the
“outlet” end of the valve.

4.   Align the two holes in the clapper
assembly bracket with the two
holes in the body of the check
valve.  Insert the two 1/4" hex
bolts with “o”-rings through the
body, engage the bracket and
tighten.

5.  Insert the check valve back into
the piping system.  Verify that the
flow arrow is pointing in the proper
direction to assure proper opera-
tion of the valve.  Reinstall the
mechanical grooved couplings.

6.  Place the system back in service
and secure all water supply
control valves in their open
position.

When the system is back in service,
notify all Authorities Having Jurisdic-
tion and the personnel who were
affected during system shutdown.
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Figure 4
Double Interlock Preaction  Electric/Pneumatic Actuation

with Cross Zoned Panel

Detail
  No.                 Description

  1 Model A Deluge Valve
  2 Shotgun 90 Check Valve
  3 Wet Pilot (basic) Trim
  3a    Alarm Test Valve, 1⁄2" Ball Valve (N.C.)
  3b    Alarm Valve, 1⁄2" Ball Valve (N.O.)
  3c    Automatic Ball Drip Valve
  3d    Alarm Line Drain Plug
  3e    1⁄2" Check Valve
  3f    1⁄2" Y-Strainer
  3g    Diaphragm Chamber Supply Valve (N.O.)
  3h    Supply Pressure Gauge/3-way Valve
  3j    Diaphragm Chamber Press. Gauge/3-Way Valve
  3k    Manual Emergency Pull Station (N.C.)
  3l    2" Drain/Test Valve (N.C.)
  3m    3⁄4" Plug for Alarm Connection
  4 Grooved Coupling
  5 Preaction Air Supervisory Trim
  5a    Air Pressure Gauge/3-way Valve
  5b    Priming Cup and Valve (N.C.)
  5c    2" Drain Valve (system drain) (N.C.)

  6 Electric Actuation Trim
  6a  1⁄2" Solenoid Valve (120vAC or 24vDC)
  7 Low Air Supervisory Pressure Switch
  8 Air Maintenance Device
  9 Panel
10 Pressure Alarm Switch (water flow)
11 Water Motor Alarm
12 Water Supply Control Valve
13 Trouble Bell/Horn
14 Air Compressor
15 Supervisory Switch (valve tamper) (N.O.)
16 Electrical Detectors
17 Air Supply Shut-Off Valve ( 1⁄2" Ball Valve)

Detail
   No.            Description

11

7

8

17

14
13

9
9A

3J

3K
3D 3A

3E

3H 3G
3F 12 15

3L

1

2

4

10
5C

3C3B

16

16

TO DRAIN

TO DRAIN

3M

LISTED CROSS ZONED PANEL

5A

6A

5B
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Ordering
Information

When placing an order, indicate the
full product name.  Please specify the
quantity, model, style and size.  See
appropriate ordering form for required
and optional trim components.
Flange nuts, bolts and gaskets as
well as mechanical grooved couplings
must be ordered separately.  Note:
Galvanized trim available.  See order
form on page 15.

Pre-Assembled System
Pre-assembled system includes the
deluge valve; check valve; wet pilot
(basic) trim; preaction air supervisory
trim; drain manifold and appropriate
drain cup tie-ins.
4" Pre-Assembled (24vDC only)

•  Black P/N 2902
•  Galvanized P/N 2921

6" Pre-Assembled (24vDC only)
•  Black P/N 2903
•  Galvanized P/N 2922

When ordering pre-assembled, the
required low air supervisory pressure
switch, P/N 2571 and air
maintenance device D1 P/N 2160 or
DU1 P/N 2161 will need to be
ordered separately.  See order form
for optional system components, i.e.,
panel, compressor, water supply
control valve, etc.

Non Pre-Assembled System
Required System Components
• Deluge Valve - Specify size and part

number (all valves have flanged
inlets).

• Check Valve - Specify size and part
number.  Note:  6" valve for use
outside of U.S.A. will require a
grooved flange adapter.

• Wet Pilot (basic) trim P/N 2145 -
Contains alarm and alarm test
valve; diaphragm chamber supply
valve; manual pull station; auto ball
drip; supply pressure gauge;
diaphragm pressure gauge; deluge
valve drain valve; and all necessary
nipples and fittings for assembly.

• Grooved Coupling - P/N 77240AS
(4"); 77260AS (6").

• Preaction Air Supervisory Trim -
Contains priming cup and valve;
shotgun 90 drain valve; air
pressure gauge; and all necessary
nipples and fittings for assembly.
Specify voltage for solenoid valve.
24vDC (P/N 2157) 120vAC (P/N
2156).

•  Electric Actuation Trim - Contains
1⁄2" Skinner solenoid valve and
necessary nipples and fittings for
assembly.  Specify voltage
required for solenoid valve.  24vDC
(P/N 2147); 20vAC (P/N 2146).

• Low Air Supervisory Pressure
Switch P/N 2571 - Used to monitor
and send signal to panel if air
pressure in system piping
decreases.

• Air Maintenance Device - If air
supply is from a tank mounted,
riser mounted compressor, or from
“plant air” choose the DI air
maintenance device.  If air supply
is from a base mounted
compressor, choose the DU1 air
maintenance device.

Optional System Components
• Release Panel - Refer to the

technical data sheets of that
specific panel for panel
capabilities.

• Standby Battery - Two 12 volt
batteries are required for use with
the panel.  Standby batteries must
be capable of supplying backup
power for 24, 60 or 90 (F.M.)
hours.  The time requirement is
based on the type of signalling
system in place.  Refer to job
specifications for standby power
requirements.  A power supply
calculation table is included in the
battery component section of the
manual.

• Bezel - Panel trim (frame) which
allows for semi-flush mounting on a
wall.

• CA2Z Module - (Class A initiating
device circuit)  Converts two Class
B initiating device circuits to two
Class A circuits.

• CAM Module - (Class A indicating
device circuit)  Converts one Class
B indicating appliance circuit to one
Class A circuit.

• RA2R Remote Annunciator - small
annunciator panel that can be
located at a remote location from
the release control panel.

• ARM-2 - Optional DPDT Relays
• Pressure Alarm Switch (P/N 2571) -

Detects increase in pressure.
Located on the wet pilot (basic)
trim, this switch sends an electric
signal to the panel/bell when the
deluge valve has opened and
water is flowing.

• Water Motor Alarm - May be used
in conjunction with a pressure
alarm switch or by itself.  It
provides an alarm when valve has
tripped by mechanical means with
water turning the impellers and
ringing the bell.  Specify red or
chrome.

• Water Supply Control Valve - Main
shut-off valve for the sprinkler
system.  Specify type, size, part
number.

• Indicating Devices - These are
devices to indicate a trouble or
emergency condition by an audible
or visual signal, or a combination of
both.  They are used in conjunction
with the release panel available
indicating circuits.

• Compressor - Refer to component
section for information on choosing
compressors.  Questions to ask;
what is volume of system piping (in
gallons)?; single phase or 3 phase
required?; voltage required?  Tank
mounted compressors are
recommended, however, base
mounted and riser mounted are
also available.

• Supervisory Switch - Provides
constant electrical monitoring of
the main water supply control valve
to ensure that valve has not been
closed.  Specify PCVS-2 for
butterfly or OSYSU-2 for OS&Y
valves.
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Preaction Order Form
Double Interlock Electric/Pneumatic

Actuation w/Cross Zoned Panel

Customer #: ________________________ P.O. #: ___________________ Contact Name: ___________________________

Company Name: _________________________________________________________ Phone: ___________________________

Ship To: ________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________

  Item                            Description Part # Qty.
    9 Release Panel

• Potter PFC 4410 Red 20125
• Potter PFC 4410 White 20126
• Potter PFC 2000 RC Red 2650
• Potter 2000 RC White 20127
• Potter PFC 100 RC Red 2651
• Potter PFC 100 RC White 20137
• Other panels may be available upon request

  9A Standby Battery  (2 required)

• 8.0 Amp Hour (AH) 2656
• 12.0 Amp Hour (AH) 20128

• 17.0 Amp Hour (AH) 2655

  9A Potter Release Panel Options
• Bezel for Semi-flush Mount
   - White 4410/2000 RC 20131
   - Red 4410/2000 RC 20132
• CA2Z Module (PFC 4410) 20134
• CAM Module (PFC 4410) 20135
• RA2R Remote Annunciator (PFC 200RC) 2652
• ARM-2 (PFC-2000 RC)

  10 Pressure Alarm Switch  (Potter PS10-2A) 2571
  11 Water Motor Alarm F-1 (Red) 2077
  12 Water Supply Control Valve

• Central 722U OS&Y Gate Valve (Flanged 4") 41714
• Central 722U OS&Y Gate Valve (Flanged 6") 41716
• Central Butterfly Valve
   - 4" Model A Grooved (imported) 3040
   - 6" Model A Grooved (imported) 3060
   - 4" Model A Wafer (imported) 3041
   - 6" Model A Wafer (imported) 3061
   - 4" Model BFV Grooved (domestic) 7105
   - 6" Model BFV Grooved (domestic) 7102

   13 Indicating Devices
• Multitone 12 vDC/24 vDC Horn 2592
• 120 vAC, 60 Hz Horn 2587
• Multitone 24 vDC Horn Strobe 2375
• 6" 12 vDC Electric Bell 2428
• 10" 12 vDC Electric Bell 2445
• 6" 24 dVC Electric Bell 2446
• 10" 24 vDC Electric Bell 2444
• 6" 120 vAC Electric Bell 2440
• 10" 120 vAC Electric Bell 2442
• Model BBK-1 Weatherproof Backbox 2443

   14 Air Compressor  - see component section for info.
on how to choose and size compressor
 ___________ PHASE___________ H.P. ___________HZ

   15 Supervisory Switch  (valve tamper)

• Potter PCVS-2 2419
• Potter OSYSU-2 2412

Optional System Components

2

Pre-Assembled
 Item                            Description           Part #   Qty.

4" Pre-Assembled
     •  Black 2902
     •  Galvanized 2921
 6" Pre-Assembled
     •  Black 2903
     •  Galvanized 2922

   7 Low Air Supervisory Pressure Switch
• Potter PS10-2A 2571

   8 Air Maintenance Device
• DI (used with tank mounted, riser mounted or plant air) 2160
• DU1 (used with base mounted compressor) 2161

If ordering Pre-assembled system, items 1 through 6 are included.
Items 7 and 8 must be ordered separately.

 Item                            Description Part # Qty.
   1 Deluge Valve

• 4" Model A Deluge Valve (FxG) 2119
• 6" Model A Deluge Valve (FxG) 2121

   2 Check Valve
• 4" Shotgun 90 Check Valve 22541
• 6" Shotgun 90 Check Valve 22561

   3 Wet Pilot Basic Trim 4"/6"
•  Black 2145
•  Galvanized 2908

   4 Grooved Coupling
• 4" Model 772 77240AS
• 6" Model 772 77260AS

   5 Preaction Air Supervisory Trim
•  Black 2053
•  Galvanized 2914

   6 Electric Actuation Trim
• 120 vAC Solenoid (black trim) 2146
• 24 vDC Solenoid (black trim) 2147
• 120 vAC Solenoid (galvanized trim) 2910
• 24 vDC Solenoid (galvanized trim) 2911

   7 Low Air Supervisory Pressure Switch
• Potter PS10-2A 2571

   8 Air Maintenance Device
• DI (used with tank mounted, riser mounted or plant air) 2160
• DU1 (used w/base mounted compressor) 2161

Note:  All quantities equal 1 per system unless otherwise noted.

Non-Pre-Assembled
Required System Components
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© 1996 Central Sprinkler Company
Printed in U.S.A.

Specifications
Double Interlock Preaction System with

Electric Actuation and Pneumatic System Pressure
(Cross Zoned Release Panel)

DIEPA.1

Part I -  General

Design and install a double interlocked preaction system utilizing electric/pneumatic actuation system pressure.  The
automatic control valve shall be of the straight pattern deluge type with a shotgun check valve mounted above.  The
system shall only trip upon two separate and distinct events as follows:

1.  An electric detector must go into an alarm condition within the coverage area.

2.  System must lose air pressure due to the fusing of a sprinkler head.

The valve shall NOT trip upon only ONE of these events occurring.  The system piping shall be continuously supervised
for “low air” conditions.  The valve trim shall include a low air pressure switch in conjunction with an electric solenoid
valve to create the double interlock function.  The release control panel shall have a cross zoned releasing circuit to
ensure that both the low air signal and an electric detector signal are received before the panel will send a release
signal to open the electric solenoid valve.  The air pressure maintained in the system piping shall be a minimum of 7
psi.

1.  Preaction Valve - Central Model A deluge valve.  Valve to be U.L. Listed and F.M. Approved for use in the above
mentioned system.  The valve shall be operable by both automatic and manual means.  It shall be of the straight
(flow through) pattern with anti-reseating clapper.  The valve shall have an external reset mechanism.  It shall be
rated for a working pressure of 175 psi.

2.  Check Valve - Central Shotgun 90 check valve.  The check valve shall be U.L. Listed and F.M. Approved for use in a
double interlock preaction system in conjunction with the Model A Deluge Valve.

3.  Trim - Provide all necessary valve trim for a double interlocked, electric/pneumatic with cross zoned panel system
configuration.  The trim shall be U.L. Listed and F.M. Approved for use with the preaction valve assembly and shall
include, but not be limited to the following components:

•  Alarm and Alarm Test Valves
•  Water Supply Pressure Gauge
•  Diaphragm Chamber  Pressure Gauge
•  System Air Pressure Gauge
•  Manual Emergency Pull Station
•  Electric Solenoid Valve 24 vDC, Normally Closed Type
•  Pressure Alarm Switch (Potter PS10-2A)
•  Supervisory Air Pressure Switch (Potter PS10-2A)

4.  Air Maintenance Device - Provide a Central Model D1 Air Maintenance Device.  The device shall be U.L. Listed and
F.M. Approved.  The air maintenance device shall include a strainer, restriction orifice, check valve, adjustable air
regulator and appropriate shut-off valves.  It shall be rated for a maximum inlet pressure of 175 psi.

5.  Compressor - Manufactured by the General Blower Company, the compressor shall be integrally mounted on an
A.S.M.E. air receiver tank.  The unit shall include compressor, motor, v-belt drive, enclosed belt guard, pressure
switch for automatic start/stop operation, unloader check valve, pressure gauge and A.S.M.E. safety relief valve.
The units shall be capable of filling the system piping with the required system air pressure within 30 minutes.

6.  Release Control Panel - The Control Panel shall be U.L. Listed and F.M. Approved.  It shall conform to the require-
ments of NFPA 72, and NFPA 13.  The panel shall include batteries for required emergency back-up power.  The
panel shall have a test mode that will automatically disable all releasing circuits.  The panel shall be capable of
automatically resetting the initiating and indicating circuits after detecting each alarm condition initiated by the test.
The test mode shall be capable of automatically terminating after a prolonged period of inactivity.

Central Sprinkler Company
451 N. Cannon Avenue, Lansdale, PA 19446

Phone (215) 362-0700
FAX    (215) 362-5385
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